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Dictionary features

Dictionary features

am
Guide words show which entries are covered
on each page, helping you find the right page
quickly.
An alphabet guide on each page shows
which letter you are on.

A
B
C
D

Short entries tell you where to find the main
entries for words.

E

Words that can be more than one part of speech
are usually in different entries, helping you
find the right meaning quickly.

G

When a separate entry isn’t needed, words are
given as derivatives of the main headword.

F
H
I
J
K

Say words correctly
Easy guides show you how to pronounce
words in the standard way. Stress the part that
is printed bold.
See the key to pronunciation guides on page
viii.

L
M

Check your grammar
The plural is given for every noun that has a
plural form.
Nouns that do not have plurals have a label
to show this.
For every verb, the present participle (-ing
form) and the past tense are given.
If the verb has an irregular past participle,
this is also shown.
A part of speech (or word class) is given for
each headword.

am form of be
dishonour1 (say diss-on-uh) verb
(dishonouring, dishonoured)
1 to do something bad that makes people stop
respecting you, or stop respecting something: His
behaviour has dishonoured the whole school.
2 to fail to do what you have promised: You can’t
dishonour our agreement. c OPPOSITE honour1

dishonour2 (say diss-on-uh) noun (no plural)
the state of no longer being respected, especially
because you have done something bad: Her
illegal trading has brought dishonour on the
company. c OPPOSITE honour2

domesticate (say duh-mess-ti-kayt) verb
(domesticating, domesticated)
1 to make a wild animal used to living with or
working for humans c SYNONYM tame2
2 to grow plants or crops for human use
c domestication (noun)

N
O

efficacy (say ef-i-kuh-see) noun (plural efficacies)

P

the ability to produce a desired or intended
result: Trials are in progress to assess the efficacy
of the drug in severe asthma.

Q
R
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Find words quickly

S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

entity (say en-tuh-tee) noun (plural entities)
something that exists separately from something
else and has its own identity: The kindergarten
and the school are in the same building but they’re
really separate entities.

ethanol (say eth-uh-nol) noun (no plural) (also
ethyl alcohol) (science)
the type of alcohol in alcoholic drinks, also used
as a fuel or as a solvent

exert (say ig-zurht) verb (exerting, exerted)
1 to make use of something, such as influence or
strength, to affect somebody: Parents exert a
powerful influence on their children’s opinions.

forgo (say faw-goh) verb (forgoing, forwent,

forgone) (also forego) (formal)
to decide not to have or do something that you
want: He decided to forgo the party in order to
study.

fulcrum (say fuul-kruhm) noun (plural fulcrums
or fulcra) (science)
the point on which a lever turns or is supported

vii

monolith

generic (say juh-ne-rik) adjective
1 shared by, including or typical of a whole
group of things; not specific: Hloni looked through
the photos on her computer and placed them in
generic folders.
2 (used about a product, especially a drug) not
using the name of the company that made it:
Doctors often do not recommend generic drugs.

globe (rhymes with robe) noun

Understand what words mean
A
B
C
D
E

When a word has more than one meaning,
each meaning (or sense) is numbered so
you will find the right one quickly.
Illustrations with labels and captions help to
make the meanings of words clear.
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F

1 (plural globes) an object in the shape of a ball
with a map of the world on it
2 any object shaped like a ball
3 the globe (no plural) the world: She’s
travelled all over the globe.

G

globe
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Use words correctly
Example sentences and phrases show you
how to use words correctly in sentences.
Notes help you to avoid hundreds of common
mistakes in pronunciation, spelling,
grammar and usage.

O
P
Q
R
googled) (computing), (informal)
to type words into the search engine GoogleTM
in order to find information: When I got home
I googled the band’s name. k I tried googling but
couldn’t find anything useful.

got form of get
USAGE

S
T
U
V
W

In formal writing and schoolwork, use got to
and got a, never ‘gotta’: I have got to go now.
k We have got a dog.

X

impermeable (say im-purm-i-uhb-l) adjective

Z

not allowing a liquid or gas to pass through:
impermeable rock k The container is impermeable
to steam. c OPPOSITE permeable

locus (say low-kuhss) noun (plural loci) (formal)
the exact place where something happens or
which is thought to be the centre of something

monolith (say mon-uh-lith) noun (plural
monoliths) (history)
a large single standing block of stone, especially
one that was put there by people living in
ancient times: Have you visited the circle of
monoliths at Stonehenge?
e ORIGIN: from Greek monos ’single’ + lithos
’stone’

Build your vocabulary
Synonyms and opposites help you to write
more effectively.
Illustration (see above) captions and labels
also broaden vocabulary.

Y

Find out more
Labels tell you if a word is informal or formal
(see entry for ‘google’ above), showing you
when It is appropriate to use it. Labels also tell
you if it is a word from the curriculum that you
need to know.
Notes on word origins tell you where words
come from (a requirement in the curriculum).

Note: The entries on these pages have been drawn together from different pages of the dictionary, to show its features.
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